ATTACHMENT A:
Overview of Kaipātiki local parks and recommended high-level mitigation measures
Park
Group

Park

Prioritisation
Category

Comment

1

Leigh Scenic
Reserve

A

Lynn
Reserve

A

No infection detected to
date.
All tracks are temporarily
closed.
The park contains the
oldest (800 years) tree in
Kaipatiki. Its root system is
exposed and there is high
risk of infection.
No infection detected to
date.
The track from Leigh
Scenic reserve to the first
intersection is temporarily
closed.

Eskdale
Reserve

A

Francis
Kendall
Reserve

C

Inwards
Reserve

D

Kelmar
Scenic
Reserve

D

Lauderdale
Reserve

D

2

No infection detected to
date.
The reserve contains
numerous tracks and
some mountain biking
tracks, both formed and
unformed, currently in
poor state.
No information on KDD
status
Connected to Eskdale
Reserve.
No infection detected to
date.
Connected to Eskdale
Reserve.
There are no tracks in this
reserve.
No information on KDD
status
Connected to Eskdale
Reserve.
There are no tracks in this
reserve.
No information on KDD
status
Connected to Eskdale
Reserve.

Recommendations
Upgrade the boardwalk with
high priority as this is a
regular commuter trail and
key destination.
Re-open when works are
completed.

Undertake works to maintain
the connection to Leigh
Scenic Reserve (specific
nature of the works to be
determined).
Re-open when works are
completed.
Rationalise tracks and/or
make minor realignments.
Keep the Glenfield to Eskdale
route open.
Upgrade tracks to protect
kauri.

Install hygiene station(s) at
key locations.

No action.

No action.

No action.

Park
Group
3

4

5

Park

Prioritisation
Category

Comment

Kauri Glen
Reserve

A

City View
Reserve

D

Dudding Park
Sportsfield
Le Roys
Bush
Reserve

A

Possible infection
detected.
Due to the high
recreational and commuter
value, mitigation option
must consider the track
network as a whole.
Partial upgrades are
already under way,
including rerouting of one
track.
No information on KDD
status.
Connected to Kauri Glen
Reserve.
There are no tracks in this
reserve.
The reserve is closed.
No infection detected to
date.
Possible infection
detected.
A section of track is
temporarily closed to
protect high value kauri.

Little Shoal
Bay Reserve

C

Birkenhead
War
Memorial
Park

A

A

No infection detected to
date.
Upgrades are currently
under way as part of the
renewals programme.
No infection detected to
date.
Track from Birkenhead
Ave (cemetery end) to the
next two intersections is
temporarily closed.

Recommendations
Upgrade the school route.
Undertake detailed
investigation to determine
specific solutions (track
upgrade, re-routing or other,
including partial closure) for
other tracks.

Indefinite closure.

Re-align track to protect large
kauri.
Upgrade and/or re-align track
to protect kauri.
Undertake detailed
investigation to determine
specific solutions (track
upgrade, re-routing or other,
including partial closure) for
other tracks.
Install hygiene stations.
No action.

Close northern horseshoe
track indefinitely to protect
kauri.
Upgrade other tracks to
protect kauri.

Park
Group
6

7

8

Park

Prioritisation
Category

Comment

Chatswood
Reserve

A

Possible infection
detected.
The reserve has 17
entrances, mostly
commuter routes, and is
linked to Chelsea Estate
Heritage Park.

Chelsea
Estate
Heritage
Park

A

Kauri Point
Centennial
Park

A

Possible infection
detected.
The park does not contain
kauri (apart from the
Blundell kauri, which is
infected with P.
cinnamomi).
No infection detected to
date.

Fernglen
Reserve

A

Kauri Park

A

Muriel Fisher
Reserve

D

Hadfield
Street
Reserve

B

No infection detected to
date.
The southern
connection/entrance is
linked to Kauri Park, which
is temporarily closed.
Tracks near the entrance
with large kauri are
temporarily closed.
Infection confirmed.
Park has unofficial tracks
only that are in very poor
condition and is
temporarily closed.
Infection confirmed.
Tracks are in poor
condition and temporarily
closed.
Possible infection
detected.
Kauri are located in the
eastern inaccessible part
of this reserve.

Recommendations
Rationalise entrances.
Upgrade track(s) to protect
kauri.
Close some tracks
indefinitely to protect high
value kauri but keep
commuter route open.
Maintain connectivity
between Chatswood Reserve
and Chelsea Estate Heritage
Park.
Install hygiene stations.
Mitigate the risk of mud being
transported into Chatswood
Reserve by installing hygiene
stations or upgrade tracks to
‘kauri-safe’ standard.

Undertake detailed
investigation to determine
specific solutions (track
upgrade, re-routing or other,
including partial closure) for
other tracks.
Upgrade tracks to retain
access to botanic gardens
and Ben's Ridge.
Upgrade hygiene stations.

Indefinite closure (to prevent
spread of infection).
Upgrade track to Soldier's
Bay (temporarily closed) to
maintain connection.
Indefinite closure (to prevent
spread of infection).

Prevent access to eastern
part of the reserve (no official
tracks) through planting
and/or signage.

Park
Group

9

Park

Prioritisation
Category

Comment

Odin Place
Reserve

B

Rangatira
Reserve

A

Possible infection
detected.
There are no official tracks
in this park.
No information on KDD
status.
The park contains a
mature stand of kauri, and
the track is temporarily
closed.

Recommendations
Indefinite closure.

Indefinite closure of track in
the vicinity of kauri.
Keep commuter routes open.

